At the center of this daunting study lies an essentially historical argument about an "epochal shift" from "scientific racism" to "commodity racism" (p. 33) that took place in the culture of imperialism during the late nineteenth century. This shift, which was facilitated by the emergence in the second half of the nineteenth century of a variety of mass-produced "consumer spectacles," enabled Western imperialism to be mass-marketed on a hitherto unprecedented scale, both nationally and globally. It is the link that McClintock establishes between this mass-marketing of empire and the "Western reinvention of domesticity" that brings together the many different domains of her book: gender and empire; race, class, and sexuality; Victorian Britain and colonial South Africa; labor, money, and market; and family, sexuality, and fantasy. Building on recent scholarship on all these topics, McClintock offers a far-reaching argument for the incorporation of a "theory of gender power" into the study of imperialism. Her analysis, while recognizing gender as embedded in the experiences of race, class, and empire, demonstrates the centrality of domesticity to the "commodity racism" of the late nineteenth century.

The central theme of the book, indeed, is a demonstration of how, in the process of mass-marketing the empire, the Victorian middle-class home was made into "a space for the display of imperial spectacle and the reinvention of race," while the "colonies—in particular Africa—became theaters for exhibiting the Victorian cult of domesticity and the reinvention of gender" (p. 34). The book's first two (of three) sections illustrate the historical dimension of the connections themselves, which, as McClintock further suggests, were mediated through the exclusion and the denial of women's work. Women's "domestic" work as nannies, maidservants, and governesses or their labor as miners and prostitutes was a challenge to the middle-class cult of female domesticity. These women, therefore, came to be described in the language of racial and sexual deviance, representing an "anachronistic space" outside of the historical time of industrial modernity. Against this background, McClintock analyzes afresh the ambiguous relationship between Arthur Munby, a Victorian barrister, and his domestic servant/wife, Hannah Cullwick. Similarly, McClintock's examination of British soap advertisements in the late nineteenth century also occurs against the background of the "underevaluation of women's work in the domestic realm" and its simultaneous association with racial degeneracy (p. 208). The argument comes full circle with an analysis of the use of Victorian gender ideology in the representation of the colony and the colonized as "feminine." In the third and final section of her book, McClintock attempts to explore the implications of her historical argument in the present through an analysis of certain aspects of contemporary South African politics.

The book is at its best and most persuasive when it succeeds in combining theoretical acuity with empiri-
The relationship of Oxford to adult education, especially for workers, has gone through several transformations since its origins in the reform controversies of the mid-nineteenth century. The adult education movement began with idealistic plans for class harmony, moved through self-conscious efforts toward working-class political empowerment, and has ended in a vocational emphasis on credentials and individual mobility. The subject touches on a number of politically sensitive issues, and Lawrence Goldman does, in general, an excellent job of carefully sifting evidence and reaching judicious conclusions.

The first phase of the movement was the “University Extension” lectures. This plan for extramural lectures in provincial cities by university lecturers originated in Cambridge but came to be dominated by Oxford by the turn of the century, due to the idealism of lecturers like T. H. Green and Arnold Toynbee and the administrative efficiency of Michael Sadler, the secretary of the Extramural Delegacy. This period has generally been criticized in comparison to the tutorial classes later established by the Workers’ Educational Association (WEA). Goldman admits the problems that existed during this time, notably the lack of a systematic educational program and the fact that more middle-class women (“sealskins”) than working men attended the lectures. He argues, however, that these ought not to blind us to the very real spiritual benefit derived by participants. Goldman also argues that the defects of the movement were attributable to the basic fact that each lecture series had to be financially self-supporting, paid for by the participants. Neither the colleges nor the state were willing to subsidize this venture.

A fundamental change of direction came in the Edwardian period with the establishment of the WEA and the prominence of Albert Mansbridge, a lower middle-class clerk of working-class background. Mansbridge and his academic allies, like Sidney Ball of St. John’s and R. H. Tawney, played a significant role in Churchill’s 1945 electoral defeat.


The second phase of the movement was the WEA. Although designed quite self-consciously to bring more historical perspective to postcolonial literary theory, many a historian will be frustrated by its lack of sustained historical analysis and the speculative and unsubstantiated nature of some of the author's claims. Yet this remarkably suggestive book will prove productive for historians precisely because it has raised so many important questions, the answers to which lie in careful engagement with the historical material.


The preeminence of Oxford in the movement diminished, however, as provincial universities started to take up its tasks in their own districts. Oxford’s clientele changed during this period, too, from working men to teachers, clerks, and women. The educational program also changed, moving away from a predominance of economic and political subjects, to a curriculum closer to the regular university course. In the 1930s, however, the Depression and the rise of Fascism led to greater concentration on the background of current events in extramural courses. Goldman notes that one of the most significant aspects of the movement during this period was its effect on those Oxford intellectuals who were led toward Labour politics and socialism by their contact with working people through extramural lectures and tutorial classes (Hugh Gaitskill, Richard Crossman, the Longfords). During World War II, short courses, often on political subjects, were offered for soldiers, although many conservative officers viewed these efforts with suspicion as leftist propaganda. In this instance, Goldman cannot deny the left-wing politics of most lecturers, but he argues against the view that adult education played a significant role in Churchill’s 1945 defeat.

In many obvious ways, the role of Oxford in adult education...